
Community Council 

November 17, 2014 

4:30pm – 6:00pm 

Ben Bogin ’15 (Co-Chair), Katy Smith Abbot (Co-Chair), Taylor Custer ’15, Tim Parsons, 
Maria Farnsworth, Linda Ross, Ilana Gratch ’16.5, Reid Manheim ’17, Blake Shapskinsky ’15, 
Lillie Hodges ’16, Emma Bliska ’18, Brook Escobedo, Doug Adams, Anna Jacobsen ’16, Helena 
Hlavaty ’16, James Fitzsimmons, Su Tan, Robert Schine 
 
Absent: Katherine Brown 
 
Guests: Lilly MacDonald (sitting in for Katherine) 
 

 

Agenda 

 
Approval of minutes 

• Taylor opposes the minutes 
Poll who will be at CC on 11/24 

• 3 people will not be here next week 
SGA update 

• Ben: SGA asked if CC could take on smoking. Talking to Lisa Burchard.  
• Taylor: For the SGA the main issue is how to address second hand smoking. Ban 

smoking entirely? Something worth discussing although not an overwhelming 
majority approve the smoking ban. Want to address second hand smoke and 
protecting people from the effects of it. 
 

Lowering party host age from 21:  time to vote? 
• Ben: Spoke to Barbara McCall. Could be convinced that lowering the age is okay. JJ 

does not have a huge stake in it.  
• Doug: In terms of legality, the question is what is a public resort and what are the 

terms of hosting a private party. What private home means: I, as the person who owns 
my home, am the person who will provide the alcohol. The person providing the 
alcohol also needs to be the host. A public resort = a place where people gather. 
When it is not a public resort – need to be in a private space with a specific guest list, 
but then you need to be 21 if you are serving alcohol. Long-winded way of saying 
that the law says you need to be 21 to host a party with alcohol. 

• Lillie: What about in a social house where 21 year olds are providing the alcohol but 
minors are there and could help? 

• Doug: No. The person planning/hosting the party needs to be 21. The person hosting 
the party is ultimately responsible and therefore needs to be 21.  

• Doug: To host a sub-free party, you do not need to be 21.  



• Katy: Remind us why we need to register a party that is sub-free 
• Doug: So public safety knows that there will be an event taking place with a lot of 

people. 
• Linda: Can someone bring their own personal alcohol to a party? 
• Doug: Host has a responsibility to ensure that smoking/drinking is not taking place at 

their party. We’re talking about an event that is over 100 people. A lot of provisions 
that are allowed when alcohol is not involved (advertising and ticket sales) 
 

The Feb program:  what could be improved? 
• Ilana: Febs are housed typically in empty rooms of students who have gone abroad or 

super-senior feb housing and sometimes within the Commons. Interesting thing to 
discuss  

• Ilana: Hamilton and Colby both have a programs that provide an option to go abroad 
the semester before they arrive. 

• Ilana: During your time at Middlebury there is a sentiment of being off-balance 
• Ilana: One frustration I have heard is that you don’t get integrated into the Common 

System that well. And you don’t feel connected to the commons or their dean or don’t 
really have a residential advisor 

• Ilana: Washington University in St. Louis all the Febs live together on campus 
• Ilana: Being the only Feb on a sophomore hall is hard 
• Ilana: We think it would be really cool if there was a point-person after orientation 

with Feb specific questions. I think it would be great if there was one person who was 
versed in all these different Feb issues. This person could be a student. 

• Su: Are you attached to a commons? 
• Ilana: Yes and usually you are placed in a building affiliated with your Commons 
• Su: I think these concerns should be directed toward their freshmen seminar 

professor/advisor. As a freshmen seminar advisor right now if I don’t know the 
answer I usually direct them on to their dean. 

• Ilana: Feb orientation is not by commons 
• Lillie: A lot of Febs don’t know their deans or faculty heads 
• Katy: all Febs are taken to a dinner at their commons head’s home and the dean is 

there 
• Doesn’t mean we can’t do more, but I don’t want to dominate the conversation. How 

wide spread is the desire for a commons connection from Febs? There is definitely a 
strong desire from the administrative side. 

• Blake: Do September orientation meet specifically with the commons dean and 
faculty heads? 

• Katy: Not necessarily but there are many opportunities, specifically during the Fall 
semester 

• Robert: It is a manageable group. It’s about 30 people. Unlike September orientation 
with the bulk of the freshmen class 

• Robert: Academic problems for Febs. To study abroad you need 2 years of a foreign 
language. There are other academic issues – you need to be street-wise academically. 
So you want someone who is well-versed in Feb-hassles-czar. The other general 
question is do Febs want the deep connection with their commons? I don’t know the 



solutions, how can we replicate for the Febs of what we do for those who arrive in 
September 

• Katy: What is ironic about that is that September orientation is usually trying to 
replicate the Feb orientation experience because it is so small and intimate and 
manageable. A lot of September programming happens in February – example is 
Midd Uncensored - about identity. All Febs do that together, but in September all 
students participate in that within their commons. What is the trade-off? Very intense 
conversations going on about how to shore-up the connection between Febs and their 
commons. Is a commons bonding experience a higher priority than a Feb bonding 
experience?  

• Su: Are you receiving any figures? Curious about the numbers of students who elect 
to come in February instead of coming in the Fall? In most cases, you choose to come 
in February. 

• Katy: Most who apply are saying either Feb or Sept. Most athletes are saying 
September. There is a minority of applicants who put either Feb/Sept and get placed 
as Febs.  

• Katy: Febs can feel disoriented when friends go off in September and then again 
disorienting when they come in February. 

• Doug: I think one of the realities is the student res-life staff. When you come in in 
February your first contacts are your Feb leaders who are not res-life staff. We talk 
about hypothetically having res-life staff be here over Feb break, which would 
substantially change the Feb orientation experience.  

• Katy: There are students who don’t feel integrated in the commons and there are 
schools that are placed all together. Those are two sides to the spectrum – integration 
into the campus verses all in this together 

• Ilana: I don’t know. I hear both sides so strongly that maybe this middle ground – 
which is the current reality - isn’t ideal 

• Lillie: I think it would be detrimental if all the Febs were put together. It would 
exacerbate the issue of Febs only knowing Febs. Find an even greater disconnect with 
those around you on a sophomore hall 

• Doug: We try really hard to place Febs into their commons communities. We first try 
first year halls and sophomore halls where we have empty beds. Clusters in upper 
class halls. Starr is sometimes used. Chateau is sometimes used. Depends on the year. 
Depends on how many students coming in versus leaving. September admits are 6 
weeks before rooming information comes out – Feb admits learn rooming 
information 2 weeks before they arrive. Students can elect to take a Feb as a 
roommate. We rarely have a completely empty room.  

• Anna: I got a Feb roommate because my freshmen year roommate did not show up. It 
was a very positive experience for me. Back to underclassmen social life. These are 
complaints that all freshmen have.  

• Ilana: I do think that there are some specific Feb issues. It’s not only about orientation. 
They are issues that are further down the line. It is really difficult to navigate on your 
own.  

• Lillie: As a Feb you have a semester less to declare your major and study abroad 
• Ilana: By the end of the spring of your junior year you need to accomplish X, Y, and 

Z. And that doesn’t really line up with my academic timeline 



• Ilana: Feb-mester is problematic. What did you do on your Feb-mester? You don’t 
see a lot of people saying I came home and babysat. 

• Helena: Feb-mester is advertised as something that required a lot of money. 
• Brook: For some people the Feb experience is so that they can have that time off. 

Admissions office is a great opportunity to stay home and work. Could there be 
something on the website to make the Feb-mester more inclusive? 

• Brook: Language school is in a booklet – you can learn a language during the summer 
before Middlebury. Awareness issue - people are not taking advantage of it 

• Katy: Is financial aid available? 
• Brook: It shouldn’t be a problem because it is two separate financial aid pools 
• Robert: I rather have no video on the admissions site about the Feb-mester if it is 

setting an institutional norm that Febs are economically well off. This is a 
recommendation.  

• Helena: We shouldn’t get rid of the video. Video is a beneficial way to learn about 
the program. It should just be more inclusive. 

• Mari: Who puts the Feb-mester video out into the public? 
• A few people: communications 
• Ilana: Before orientation even begins someone in Axinn comes up to you as you 

check in and asks you what you did on your Feb-mester  
• Anna: I’m not a Feb. Has anyone seen the video about race at Middlebury? I’ve heard 

that racial and socio economic diversity has been an issue with the Feb class. This 
idea of a fancy Feb-mester that not everyone can afford. Maybe language school or 
schools abroad could be helpful. 

• Katy: to go abroad you have to speak the language.  
• Anna/Helena: we also have English speaking schools abroad and also some students 

have a level of proficiency 
• Brook: going abroad is a very independent experience and requires a certain level of 

language sophistication. Not much guidance while you are there. 
• Ben: If someone does study abroad, can you study abroad at a non-Middlebury 

program and get credit? 
• Lillie: yes 
• Katy: Back to the czar. When I think of a student playing the role and it sounds very 

much like the role of a good academic advisor or a dean. Why isn’t that being 
utilizing now? Why aren’t they getting tapped into? 

• Helena: For the professors who are first year seminar professors for Febs – is there a 
training involved specific for Febs? 

• Su: same training 
• Helena: It is not catered to the fact that these are Febs. Could that be addressed? 
• Anna: This is also an issue for Regs. In general, Middlebury freshmen year advising 

program could be more finely tuned.  
• Emma: I’m having this problem right now. I want to be IPE – I thought I could take 

freshmen year to enjoy random classes, but I actually need to start my major right 
now 

• Ben: What are some thoughts about separate/professional advisors? 



• Taylor: I don’t know about professional advisors. The first year seminar program is 
very hit or miss. Some faculty are awesome about it, and some feel like it is “their 
turn.” I don’t think anyone wants to come out and say that and criticize their advisor. 
We’re putting too much into this one role. They are an advisor, professor, teaching 
writing, and doing research, etc. 

• Staci: If we were to have professional advisors or strictly academic advisors we need 
to ensure there is a neutrality kept and it truly is guidance 

• Blake: Why can’t we have advisors outside of the academic realm? Febs want advice 
on how to navigate the new Middlebury community. Guidance counselor-esque.  

• Taylor: What if: You have a group of professors who want to advise first year 
students. Not related to your first year seminar. You read about the professors and 
you pick your advisor.  

• Taylor: In regards to the current system: I’m not going to talk to someone that I don’t 
mesh with and don’t have the same interests as them.  

• Helena: I like this idea (Taylor’s) – because I’m thinking who would these people be? 
Someone who volunteers their time and is genuinely interested in me 

• Su: what is the percentage of those who actually get assigned their top pick 
• Emma/Doug: Vast majority get 1st 2nd, 3rd or 4th – no one gets their last choice 
• Su: glad to hear this, although it is harsh. We are told specifically to advice no shorter 

than 30 minutes per student and it’s a huge commitment, but I do it because it is so 
much fun. And then midterm we are asked to continue to advice you and check-in 
again. Between 2-3 meetings and class meetings, there is a lot that can transpire (non-
direct advising).  

• Su: I don’t think there is a major that you would not want to start up immediately. As 
the professor who is the advisor, there is a lot to handle already. Especially because 
writing is not necessarily our main discipline. I’m wondering if people like me (who 
love it and want to help new students) will offer to advise you if they are not assigned 
to you. The people who are wonderful advisors are already overly committed and 
may not volunteer their time. 

• Anna: Jamie McCallum treated all the freshmen in that class like it was a freshmen 
year seminar. I wonder if there are professors who would be interested in doing the 
same  

• Doug: It wouldn’t be hard to get professional advisors, but it would be a drastic 
change. Our faculty are so close to the student body. 

• Katy: Would it help if someone from each department was a point person for first-
years and Febs to go for major requirements? 

• Taylor: Don’t like the idea of professional advisors. I think that if first year seminars 
are supposed to be such a huge component, then there should be some incentive to be 
a first year seminar professor. Professors have said it is not counted very much in 
tenure review. We need more data and more discussion about these issues. 

• Blake: Why do we need these extremes? Why can’t we have one point person in 
addition to faculty advisors? 

• Katy: Why isn’t this Commons Dean? 
• Ilana: It is hard to get a quick meeting with a Dean 
• Blake: I don’t associate my Dean with academic advice 



• Robert: I’m aware that there are faculty who are less committed to the freshmen 
seminar project. A member of the faculty who knows the academic environment and 
understands the liberal arts should be able to draw out your interests. There is 
inconsistent advising and we know that. But I don’t think all of these conversations 
are about prospective majors. The role of the first year advisor is not to be an expert 
in every single department. They are there to open your potential majors. Some 
schools have faculty and staff (including dining staff) as freshmen advisors. I don’t 
want to lose the liberal arts advising. 

• Ilana: the reason I brought this up as a Feb issue - a lot of this information is online. 
And very easy to look up. My specific complaint is that those requirements do not 
line up with a Feb timeline. 

• Blake: Is it hard to be pre-med as a Feb? 
• Ilana: I don’t know. It would be really hard to follow the proposed plan if I did not 

know what to do with my major from the very beginning.  
• Staci: For pre-med with the new MCAT being a pre-med (in terms of chemistry) is 

very accessible (Chem 103, 104, both organics, biochemistry are all offered fall and 
spring). 

Topics for future discussion: 
• Taylor: I still don’t think any students know anyone who is on CC. There is nothing 

on the website. The only thing publicly is the column in the paper, but I don’t know 
how many people read that – although it is great.  

 
• Ben: I am working on that. Penny has already posted who is on CC. A better room is 

in the works. There aren’t a lot of good big meeting spaces.  
 

• Reed: Pubsafe walk through. Invading our homes at times that are unnecessary. 
 

• Anna: Student push for diversifying the general distribution requirements. US centric 
curriculum. Integration of international students.  

 
• Robert: These are really important issues, but they seem like they are academic issues 

and while community and academic is sometimes linked that might not be for this 
body. 

 
• Lillie: Coming to a decision about the multicultural center. 
• Katy: Are you saying we should provide a statement or a proposal? 
• Ben: Our recommendations go directly to the president 
• Katy: If the ICC is approved, would our recommendation be served in a certain 

way… 
• Lillie: We discussed different locations.  
• Katy: We need more information about what it is going to be and then we can make 

recommendations. 
• Blake: It is important that we actually make recommendations and advertise that we 

are or are not making specific recommendations. So people see we are working in 
some capacity. 



• Katy: Ben and I meet on Friday mornings. If between Monday and Friday you have 
thoughts about what we can recommend in our next meeting and vote on, please tell 
us. 
 

• Lillie: Can we expand who we could make recommendations to? So it is not just the 
president. 

 
• Ben/Katy: I don’t think we can recommend anything to anyone, but we could send in 

a recommendation to change the bylaws 
 

• Ilana: In the event of sexual assault, having a completely confidential point person 
 

• Lillie: Put our contact information online. Making it clear that people can submit 
topics of discussions. 

 
• Doug: access to campus facilities when school is closed 

 
Adjournment 

 

 
 


